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Stops Data Collection: Quarter One 2015

METHODOLOGY

The Portland Police Bureau’s (PPB) goal is to be a leader in the collection and analysis of traffic and
pedestrian stops data and to continually improve the quality of both the processes involved in
collecting and analyzing the data. The PPB recognizes that examining police stops is an important
part of understanding policing practices, assessing services to the community, and identifying areas
that may benefit from change.
Data used in this quarterly report originated from the period covering January 1, 2015 to March 31,
2015. At the time of a stop or following a stop, officers enter information into the Stops Data
Collection (SDC) form. Some of the data collected include race, gender, age, and mental health
status. For a complete list of fields, see the SDC form in Appendix A.
Before performing our analyses, we removed unusable records from the dataset. Excluded data
include duplicate records, cancelled stops, mere conversation contacts and calls belonging to other
police departments in the surrounding area.
While the PPB collects a broad range of variables in its traffic stops (see Appendix A), limited
resources prevent the full analysis of this data on a quarterly basis. Annual reports and special
updates are intended to provide a more comprehensive review of the available data.
Historical data on police stops collected since 2001 can be found at the following web address,
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/police/42284.
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QUALITY CONTROL

In 2011 the PPB implemented enhancements to its data collection process to help improve the
quality, integrity, and completeness of its data. These enhancements included the collection of
additional variables not previously tracked, tracking explanations on cancelled stops and
implementing a notification system for outstanding entries. As a result of these enhancements to its
data collection process, PPB has not only been able to guard against the entry of duplicate incidents
or non-incidents, but also ensures the timely and comprehensive entry of incidents. The
enhancements are described in detail below.
Reason for cancelling a stop
PPB made an improvement to its data collection process by requiring officers to provide a reason if
they intended to cancel a SDC report. Circumstances where an officer may cancel a stop include an
officer was erroneously included on a call by dispatch, an officer was not the primary officer on the
call, or an officer finds that a call was not a stop. By tracking reasons for stop cancellations, PPB
ensures that officers have cancelled a stop for legitimate reasons. In addition, this process helps to
improve the quality of the data by eliminating the entry of duplicate incidents or non-incidents.
Ensuring completion of SDC form
PPB also implemented a new notification system that alerts police personnel of incomplete records.
On occasion officers are forced to end a stop abruptly in order to respond to an emergency call. If
an officer logs off without completing a stops entry, the officer is notified of the outstanding SDC
form after logging onto the PPDS, the PPB’s record management system. As an additional layer of
accountability, the officer’s lieutenant is also notified by email about the outstanding entry each week
until the form is completed. This new system helps ensure that officers complete their entry, thus
improving the completeness of the data set.
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WHO IS STOPPED?
The next several pages provide the stops analyses by race and ethnicity with the following
breakdowns:
•

Traffic and Patrol Stops of Drivers Combined

•

Traffic Stops of Drivers Only

•

Patrol Stops of Drivers Only

•

Pedestrian Stops by Patrol Only

The data for traffic and patrol officers are broken down because officers focusing on traffic
enforcement have different criteria for stops; operate in different areas and at different times of the
day than patrol officers, who tend to be more focused on crime reduction as opposed to traffic law
enforcement.
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TRAFFIC & PATROL
The first section of the analysis examines stops for both the PPB’s Traffic Division and patrol
officers. These data represent the entire data set for the PPB and include officers from units such as
the precincts (Central, East and North) as well as specialized units such as members of the Gang
Enforcement Unit (GET).
These data are important because they examine stops for the entire Bureau. Table One displays
traffic stops of drivers (these are stops of vehicles) by members of both the Traffic Division and
officers working in Patrol.

Table 1. Citywide Race at Stop of Driver (Traffic & Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
28
0.2%
Asian
642
4.8%
Black/African American
1,696
12.8%
Hispanic
977
7.4%
White
9,432
71.2%
Unknown/Other
463
3.5%
Total
13,238
100.0%

Table Two also includes the activity of both Traffic Division officers and officers working Patrol,
but only examines stops of pedestrians. As with Table One this table represents all the activity of the
Bureau in this area.

Table 2. Citywide Race at Stops of Pedestrians (Traffic & Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
2
2.1%
Asian
1
1.1%
Black/African American
14
14.9%
Hispanic
3
3.2%
White
71
75.5%
Unknown/Other
3
3.2%
Total
94
100.0%
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PATROL DIVISION
This section examines stops of the drivers of vehicles and pedestrians by officers in Patrol. Patrol
encompasses the officers working precincts and specialty units that are in patrol cars responding to
calls or in the field. These units are not spread evenly throughout the city but instead are
concentrated in areas with more crime (particularly violent crime) and calls for service. Table Three
examines the stops of drivers by patrol officers:

Table 3. Citywide Race at Stop of Driver (by Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
20
0.4%
Asian
233
4.3%
Black/African American
998
18.4%
Hispanic
454
8.4%
White
3,498
64.6%
Unknown/Other
215
4.0%
Total
5,418
100.0%

Pedestrians are stopped much less frequently than drivers. Table Four displays the demographic
breakdown of stops of pedestrians, citywide, by patrol officers:

Table 4. Citywide Race at Stop of Pedestrians (Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
2
3.3%
Asian
1
1.6%
Black/African American
9
14.8%
Hispanic
3
4.9%
White
43
70.5%
Unknown/Other
3
4.9%
Total
61
100.0%
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The City of Portland is broken into three Precincts. Central Precinct encompasses most of the
western section of Portland and inner southeast Portland. North Precinct runs from Washington
County to Gresham and includes all the northern most areas of Portland. East Precinct covers
Portland from Caesar Chavez Boulevard to Gresham for the area south of I-84. Figure One
displays the Portland Precincts:
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CENTRAL PRECINCT

Central Precinct consists of Southwest Portland, Downtown Portland, Inner Southeast Portland, as
well as Northwest Portland excluding the Linnton Neighborhood which is patrolled by North
Precinct.
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This section examines stops of the drivers of vehicles and pedestrians by patrol officers in Central
Precinct. Patrol encompasses the officers working precincts and specialty units that are in patrol cars
responding to calls or in the field. These units are not spread evenly throughout the city but instead
are concentrated in areas with more crime (particularly violent crime) and calls for service. Table
Five examines the stops of drivers by patrol officers in Central Precinct:

Table 5. Central Precinct Race at Stop of Drivers (Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
3
0.2%
Asian
55
4.2%
Black/African American
126
9.6%
Hispanic
78
6.0%
White
980
75.0%
Unknown/Other
64
4.9%
Total
1,306
100.0%
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EAST PRECINCT

East Precinct starts at Cesar Chavez Boulevard and continues east until the Gresham City limits. Its northern
boundary is I-84, with the exception of the Madison South Neighborhood. During the most recent precinct
reconfiguration Madison South expressed a strong desire to remain in East Precinct and the Bureau did not
want to disrupt that relationship.
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This section examines stops of the drivers of vehicles and pedestrians by patrol officers in East
Precinct. Patrol encompasses the officers working precincts and specialty units that are in patrol cars
responding to calls or in the field. These units are not spread evenly throughout the city but instead
are concentrated in areas with more crime (particularly violent crime) and calls for service. Table Six
examines the stops of drivers by patrol officers in East Precinct:

Table 6. East Precinct Race at Stop of Drivers (Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
7
0.3%
Asian
102
5.0%
Black/African American
351
17.1%
Hispanic
206
10.1%
White
1,318
64.3%
Unknown/Other
65
3.2%
Total
2,049
100.0%
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NORTH PRECINCT

North Precinct runs from Washington County to Gresham. East of the Willamette River, it is
generally the area north of I-84 (with the exception of the Madison South Neighborhood which is
patrolled by East Precinct). North precinct also covers the Linnton Neighborhood which lies west
of the Willamette River.
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This section examines stops of the drivers of vehicles and pedestrians by patrol officers in North
Precinct. Patrol encompasses the officers working precincts and specialty units that are in patrol cars
responding to calls or in the field. These units are not spread evenly throughout the city but instead
are concentrated in areas with more crime (particularly violent crime) and calls for service. Table
Seven examines the stops of drivers by patrol officers in North Precinct:

Table 7. North Precinct Race at Stop of Drivers (Patrol)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
8
0.5%
Asian
64
3.8%
Black/African American
467
27.4%
Hispanic
143
8.4%
White
956
56.2%
Unknown/Other
64
3.8%
Total
1,702
100.0%
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TRAFFIC DIVISION
This section examines stops of the drivers of vehicles by officers working as part of the Traffic
Division. Traffic officers’ primary focus should be violations related to traffic law. These units are
not spread evenly throughout the city but instead focus traffic enforcement on area with crime and
traffic safety issues. This often includes enforcement on main arterials such as Highway 30, the
Interstate Highways and major roadways such as Division Street, Powell Boulevard or 82nd Avenue.
Table Eight examines the stops of drivers by Traffic Officers:

Table 8. Citywide Race at Stop of Driver (Traffic Division)
Race/Ethnicity
Count
Percent
American Indian/Alaskan
8
0.1%
Asian
409
5.2%
Black/African American
698
8.9%
Hispanic
523
6.7%
White
5,934
75.9%
Unknown/Other
248
3.2%
Total
7,820
100.0%
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APPENDIX A
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